Elk safari
During the summer you can go on a guided elk safari trip by
bus in the scenic ecopark and get the opportunity to see the
majestic elk in its natural habitat. The trip also includes a visit
to The Royal Hunt Museum – Elk Hill where you will be
offered tasty flatbread wraps with elk sausage and refreshing
beverages.

Beaver safari
Along with our certified nature guide you are able to get to
know the beavers life at Hunneberg. By canoe on enchanting
forest lakes we make our way through West Swedens only
ecopark, Halle-Hunneberg. We watch the beaver work at
its hut and our skilled and dedicated guide talks about this
great architect and its construction skills. When we are
approaching beaver grounds we silently slide closer and look
out over the beach where the busy beaver builds its home.

Hike in Ecopark Halle-Hunneberg
Put on your hiking boots - it’s time to discover Ecopark Halle Hunneberg!
Embark on a thrilling adventure that offers enriching experiences, old crofts and
bogs, great views and enchanting lakes, old forests, interesting animals and plants.
Here you can go hiking on your own with a hiking map and guidebook that you
will find in the museum shop.

Guided hike
Hike together with our certified nature guide and explore beautiful landscapes.
Discover the old forest of Hallesnipen and experience the fabulous views of
Lake Vänern, explore the bogs of Hunneberg and learn about the exciting
cultural history that surrounds the area. Join us on one of our themed hiking
tours or form the hike based on your interests and desires. Read more about our
guided hikes on www.algensberg.com

Fishing on Hunneberg

Getting here
We are located at the southern tip of Lake Vänern approximately 6 km east of
Vänersborg. Travel via the community Vargön and follow the signs to Hunneberg.
GPS 58.34489, 12.43157.

Contact us

Kungajaktmuseet Älgens Berg
Hunneberg 121, 468 31 Vargön, Sweden
Tel: +46 (0)521-27 00 40, museet@algensberg.com
www.algensberg.com

Hunneberg offers close-to-nature fishing in about ten small forest lakes, located
on the mountain. These lakes offers fishing for perch and pike but also inplanted
rainbow trout. You can purchase your fishing licence at the museum or on our
website.

Bergagården
The museum is situated at Bergagården in Ecopark Halle-Hunneberg.
Bergagården is a recreational area and a much popular destination for both locals
and tourists. Close to the museum you will find a restaurant.
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An exciting outdoor center

An exciting fairytale hovers over the plateau mountains Halle- and Hunneberg.
It is an exciting tale of people who have lived by the foot of the mountains for
over 7 000 years. Myths of Valhalla with Odin himself looking out from the
mountain are mixed with legends and truths about the King of the forest - the Elk.
The building that holds the Royal Hunt Museum was built and shaped by the
mountain itself in an ecological spirit, where timber, glass and space creates a
wonderful atmosphere. Welcome - the adventure can begin!

Interactive exhibition

Get really close to the King of the forest. With interactive displays the
information will come to life and you are guided by educational texts and images.
Together with your own active exercises you gain knowledge about the elk and
you can experience the feeling of being an elk - listen with the elk’s ears and try
it’s sense of smell, examine the elk’s eating habits and try to imitate the sound of
an elk. Exciting tales and myths tell the story about gods, kings, elks and how the
hills once came to be. Discover the gold treasure that was hidden in the soil by
the foot of the mountain for thousands of years, and follow the story on how it
was recovered.

Activities for children
For children of all ages the museum is a
real adventure. The children are able
to meet the King of the forest and his
friends. Get really close to the wildlife
and learn through play and activities.
In the woods behind the museum you
will find the Troll Forest, a popular
attraction for children. Here you can
encounter little trolls, learn more about
our wild animals, play Pine-cone golf or
embark on an exciting adventure.

Rental at Hunneberg
An unique museum
The Royal Hunt Museum - Elk Hill, located in Ecopark Halle Hunneberg, is a
museum quite out of the ordinary. It is an exciting adventure that tells the story
of the twin plateau mountains of Halle and Hunne, interesting cultural
history of the area, traditional royal hunt, fantastic nature and the thrilling
gold treasure from Vittene. Welcome to a fascinating world!
In the museum you will find a permanent exhibition about the mountain wildlife
and flora, geology, cultural history and the royal hunt. During the year, the
museum also presents various temporary exhibitions. In addition there is an
ecopark exhibition where you can find useful information about attractions and
activities that will inspire you to explore. The museum can be experienced on
your own by both children and adults. Your visit here can also become an even
richer experience with the help from our skilled and enthusiastic guides.
Besides the exhibition about Halle- and Hunneberg the Royal Hunt Museum
organizes several activities and events during the year.

The Royal Hunt
Hunting rights at Halleberg and Hunneberg have been owned by the royal family
since 1351 when it was appointed as a Royal park. The annual traditional royal
hunt was however first introduced by King Oscar II in 1885. Still to this day the
mountains are host to the royal hunt. The museum’s exhibition depicts these
hunts with unique photos from the early hunts till todays modern hunt with
King Carl XVI Gustaf. In the exhibition you can meet King Gustav V on his
favorite hunting site and you can also yourself participate in the royal hunt with
the shooting simulator.

Rent a mountainbike at Hunneberg
Take the opportunity to experience the heart of the beautiful forests of
Hunneberg from the sadle of a bycycle by renting a mountainbike and take a
trip on one of the mountains four trails.
Rent a canoe at Hunneberg
If you are looking for scenic moments on calm lakes, you have the possibility
to rent a canoe. One canoe holds two adults and two children or three adults.
The museum is located just a short walk from the beautiful lake Eldmörjan and
by renting a canoe you also get access to a canoe cart so you can easily pull the
canoe down to the water.

